
The Taut Line Hitch is a favorite among campers, This knot is useful for adjusting the tension of tent guys 
line and laundry line among other uses . This knot can be slipped to tighten or loosen a line, then holds fast 
under loads  

  

The Square Knot this is an easy to tie knot that is good for securing non-critical item, it should not be 
trusted to join tow ropes together or to hold down something that absolutely has to stay put. This knot will 
capsize or jam under load and will unite itself under movement 

  

The Sheet Bend Knot is an important knot for joining two rope ends, especially if the ropes are of different 
sizes. Sailors name it in the days of sailing ships when they would bend (tie) the sheets (ropes in the rigging 
of a ship) 

  



The Bow Line Knot is one of the most useful knots in the outdoors, and its great for securing one ends f a 
rope to almost anything. For instance use it for tying a tarp or wash line to a tree, as a safety knot for 
climbing and scrambling as a result knot to haul a someone out of a jam 

  

The Clove Hitch is one of the most widely used knots and is used in starting and finishing most lashes.  
Because it passed around an object in only one direction, it puts very little strain on the rope fibers.  

  

The Slip knot   are composed of a slipped overhand knot, where a bight allows the knot be released by 
pulling on an end; the working end for a slip knot, and the standing end for a running knot. Use this when you 
need to create your own shelter or secure something to a post.  

  



The Friendship knot started life as a swap item at a Girl Guide & Girl Scout International camp several 
years ago, it is now wants to travel the work sharing friendship amongst geo-cachers especially those who 
used to be or still are involved in scouting & Guiding  

 


